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It is recommended this free mini-guide be used in companion with all Wellbeing guides. 

Purpose of this mini-guide 
 

How much confusion, bitterness, negative emotions, awkward, unpleasant inward responses, outward 

reactions, and general upsets are caused from our interactions with others? As with all these Wellbeing 

guides, my goal is never to judge in any way, or to say I know what is best for anyone, but to say with great 

compassion to all those who experience such dissonance:  

 

“I hear you. I am sorry. I pray things can improve.”   

 

It seems creating harmonious relationships is not only not easy, but one of our greatest challenges! I feel 

if we could bring this aspect of our humanness into balance, we could have more time and energy to focus 

on self-healing and the bigger issues, such as the need for peaceful co-existence not only with our spouses 

and friends but between all people in the world! I can say in my own practice, I have trained myself to not 

only be neutral in what I previously experienced as tense interactions, but to also forgive and heal even 

long-term negative interactions. I only achieved this through changing my own perspective. I am not 

saying the practice is fool-proof but it is useful! I cannot convince anyone of this because we each only 

learn and continue a new practice when we experience its positive effects personally. The purpose of this 

guide is to make clear what I believe are some of the problems we have in our interactions, and to offer 

solutions which are all accessible, doable things one has the power to do within oneself! I hope some of 

these practices work for you, because when you can disentangle from negative interactions, you free up 

time to focus wonderful new energy on someone very important, yourself! 

Affirmations 
 

“I allow myself to be as I am, and I allow others to be as they are. In this way,  

I free both myself and others from the burden of expectation” 

“I can only imagine, but not know what others’ feel, as I can only perceive life from my own  

unique spatial position” 

“As I heal myself, I naturally dissolve the tensions which I have unknowingly intermeshed with others” 

“As I forgive myself, I release others from needing to be anything other than who they are” 

“I allow peace, harmony, and balance in all my relationships” 

“I dissolve all tension and resentment within me which I feel towards others, in this way, I allow space to 

focus on, and feel better, myself” 

“As I learn to understand my own position, I am easily able to navigate my external world with the easy 

expression of my own values, for the good of all with harm to none”1 

“As I recognise and claim all which I bring into any interaction, I can clearly distinguish between ‘what is 

mine and what is theirs’ which allows me to make clearer choices” 

                                                             
1 I learnt this phrase “for the good of all and with harm to none” in workshops with the pagan practitioner, Wendy Rule. Wendy 
is a master teacher of self-practice, working with the elements, planets, Earth and mythology, and an inspirational songwriter 
and guide on the journey of self-transformation, I strongly recommend her work. See https://www.wendyrule.com/ 

https://www.wendyrule.com/
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Action 
 

This may be a pretty hardcore approach, but depending on who our issue is with, if we have any, if we 

imagine with compassion, things in life this person may have gone through which we have no idea about 

(and they would never tell us about), or even imagining if they were ill, or befell some mishap, could your 

compassion be ‘bigger than’ whatever the petty, or even more serious, issue or annoyance is? Often, if 

those we had tension with come upon any misfortune, we may even feel guilty for ever thinking badly of 

them. Perhaps some people can relish in it and hold onto hate, but I am not one of them. The practice 

here is to choose a person who is currently bothering you, sometimes it is good practice to start with a 

lesser, but still significant, discord you have with one other, and in imagining such scenarios as described, 

ask yourself these questions:  

 

Is my disdain/dislike/bitterness and negative feelings about this person worth my time, energy, attention, 

and focus?  

What am I doing which is good for me, to improve my own life?  

Do I like and respect this aspect of me which is hoarding, or directly expressing, negative feelings, and 

judgemental thoughts about this person? 

How would I feel if something awful befell the person, would my grievances still matter? Could they be 

dissolved completely?  

Could I accept I cannot know the personal suffering this person may have experienced, therefore, in 

imagining the possibility of any suffering, can I choose not to add to it with all the negative things I feel 

towards this person?  

How important is staying angry at this person?  

 

Of course, for those people we feel we truly need recognition from, and to see the rectifying of wrongs, 

it is healthy to address such matters as reasonably as possible (see Healthy Assertiveness). But so many of 

the negative interactions we have, honestly could be reduced away to nothing, if we allowed our 

compassion, and knowing we cannot know the suffering of others, allow this truth to trump our much 

lesser important grievances. In doing so we may perhaps see, in checking ourselves for any projections, 

whether what we are really annoyed about is our own lack of assertiveness, or even frustration with our 

adamant belief it is solely the other person’s fault, leaving us no room to be able to heal the matter. The 

negative feelings we have for ourselves, may ‘spill out’ onto our interactions with others. It works in our 

favour if we can transform our minds and dissolve even one tense interaction, being compassionate and 

aware, that we cannot know what is truly going on for others, but we can shift our own perspective on 

any matter.  

 

This frees us! 

Personal example 
 

My first memorable experience with this was with a phone operator I always had annoying interactions 

with whenever I rang my University. I often felt from the tone of her voice she was judging me. “She’s 

smarter/more together/better than me”, “I am just a stupid undergrad who should know the answers to 

my questions already”, type of thinking. When I was a post-grad in my later 20s, I started dabbling 
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consciously in this idea that ‘you can influence the external positively in changing your mindset’, and 

especially, in trusting my intuition in regards to ‘precise timing’, I found this one time I ring, it’s the same 

person. I am feeling good and confident. My voice is clear. I feel neutral. And somehow we connect on a 

subject and end up have the loveliest of phone calls! We talk for up to 20 minutes, when all previous phone 

calls were only for a few minutes, and most of them were snippy where I felt really judged. The only thing 

which had changed, as far as I could tell, was my attitude. I had shifted my perspective, allowing for a 

harmonious possibility. I have hundreds, if not thousands of examples of using these techniques 

successfully since this first example of being consciously aware it was possible.  

Philosophy 
 

So many problems in our lives are caused by our misinterpretation of others’ motives, and presuming 

others’ behaviour is deliberate in trying to sabotage, hurt, or demean us. At all times, others are only 

acting according to their own beliefs, and they may even think their behaviour is positive! For example, 

some people may ‘lecture’ others, and tell them everything they think is wrong with their ideas, but doing 

this is driven by the belief that ‘negative reinforcement’ helps others strive to be better. When we care 

about people, we can be passionate in our beliefs about what is best for them. In reflecting on this for 

yourself, the key questions to ask are: when you advise, support, and care for others, do you truly consider 

if your words and actions match the way the other wants to receive your care? Do you truly ask (and want 

to hear), how others really feel about things, even about you? Do you ever feel others are wrongly 

accusing you of behaving negatively, when you feel you have done absolutely nothing wrong? In all this 

self-assessing, can you see how the same is true for others? You may perceive another’s behaviour as 

negative, but in their minds, they don’t agree. This is how we all get our wires crossed. We somehow 

avidly believe that each of us should have this ‘blueprint of knowing’ every truth for every person, and 

treat each person in accordance with such knowledge. What we understand much less, but once we do 

understand can free us from a lifetime of confusion and misunderstandings, is that none of us can see 

through another’s eyes, literally! We each exist in our own physical vessel, and can only perceive life from 

this unique spatial position. Who we are is complex and developing from our first moment of 

consciousness, we are affected in all of our experiences, which shape who we are now, as our beliefs 

infuse with all we do and think, and informs our choices, but, if this has thus far not served us well, we 

still have a choice, because we can consciously choose to the change the way we think and feel about 

ourselves.2 If you think badly about yourself in ways which sabotage your self-worth, or which keeps you 

spinning on a negative thinking and self-judgement cycle, Hay advises:  

 
Do not think your mind is in control. You are in control of your mind. You use your mind. You can stop 

thinking those old thoughts. When your old thinking tries to come back and say, “It’s so hard to 

change,” take mental control. Say to your mind, “I now choose to believe it is becoming easier for me 

to make changes.” You may have to have this conversation with your mind several times for it to 

acknowledge that you are in control and that what you say goes.3 

 

                                                             
2 Vicente, Mark, et al., What the bleep do we know? MMI Lord of the Wind Films, LLC., USA, 2004. The protagonist makes the 
journey from being beset by inner fears, to experiencing personal freedom. See https://whatthebleep.com/ 
3 Hay, Louise L., You can heal your life, Hay House Inc., USA, 2004, p. 66. First published 1984.  

https://whatthebleep.com/
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When we allow ourselves the freedom to ‘take our power back’ in the way we direct our own minds, this in 

turns gives us the strength, and the energy, to focus on what we do want for our lives. Understanding how 

our perception truly does colour external interactions, and knowing this experience is the same for every 

human being, hopefully helps us release the idea that we can judge another’s thinking, when really we 

can only truly know and be the judge of our own thinking. 

What happens when we interact with others? 
 

Our perception would have us think all our interactions with the external world occur only on a physical 

level. We reach for a cup, for those of us physically able, we pick up the cup and do the physical action of 

drinking. But what else is happening in the moment? We are thinking, feeling, sensing, listening, smelling, 

tasting, perceiving, and experiencing many things which are not visible! 

 

Our moods are in constant change, even a ‘bad mood’ is still somewhere on the spectrum between being 

closer to the time when one was in a better mood, to the time when the bad mood is going to lift. When 

our thinking about ourselves and about life becomes ‘fixed’, it is possible to continually refuel a bad mood. 

It is worth noting we can be dismissive when we judge others’ feelings as expressing simply ‘a good or bad 

mood’. Because a bad mood could well be masking a deeper and unspoken sadness, bitterness, anger or 

frustration; or, it could be one is simply hungry, tired, stressed, or overworked; it could be an indicator of 

a sugar or caffeine dependency; it could be the difficult cycle of addiction; perhaps the body is calling out 

for recognition of a vitamin deficiency or a health issue or calling out for healing of any mental, emotional, 

or spiritual blocks. But even in feeling bad, there are nuances. If one can see the tiniest good in something, 

it begins the process of reminding oneself that goodness exists.  

 

Sometimes when a person bumps into us, it doesn’t bother us at all, we may even apologise to the other 

although we were the person bumped! Other times, it may trigger our internal bother, becoming a ‘ripple 

in our pond’, in which case we may stay really annoyed even long after the interaction. What we ‘see’ in 

each interaction stems directly from our personal perception.4 

 

Bruce Lipton, in explaining the progress of science across the centuries, shows a depiction of the 

Newtonian atom which has a picture of the structure of an atom, and beside it, the quantum atom, which 

doesn’t have a picture at all!5 Study of quantum physics recognises scientifically, the invisible field which 

informs all things and which we ourselves influence!6 Modern science is proving what spiritual masters 

have been telling us since the beginnings of human practices in enlightenment.7 

 

Many of us feel affected in our interactions in ways which are not visible! And we may not voice what we 

truly feel is right and true and fair in the interactions we feel uncomfortable with. We hide our true feelings 

and thoughts, which creates even more layers of complexity. Defensive, and even sad people, can sound 

                                                             
4 Vicente, et al., 2004. The protagonist is sure she sees a groom cheating on his wedding day; but it is the projection of her own 
fears and who she actually saw was a different couple altogether. 
5 Lipton, Bruce H., The honeymoon effect, Hay House Inc., USA, 2013, p. 19. 
6 Braden, Gregg, The divine matrix, Hay House Inc., USA, 2007, pp. 37-58; Radin, Dean, Supernormal, Deepak Chopra Books, USA, 
2013, pp. 257-266. Quantum physics ‘double-slit’ experiments proves conscious observation on its own affects whether quantum 
particles present as particles or waves. 
7 Braden, p. xiv.  
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angry; scared people can sound irritated; we respond to situations according to who we uniquely are in 

any given moment, as who we are is never stagnate, even when we have convinced ourselves mentally 

we are stuck, our cells are still replacing themselves every 7 years as an upgrade! Our physical body heals 

any bumps and scratches, and works its hardest to heal all ailments no matter what we throw at it; 

perhaps then, it’s only right and fair that we practice nurturing our hearts, and practice thinking healthier 

thoughts, so as to manage the work on our spiritual and emotional healing!  

 

The HeartMath Institute has done a great deal of research on the benefits of heart focused states, such 

as feelings of love and appreciation, on the physical system. In measuring heart rate variability when the 

subject is experiencing negative emotional states, such as frustration and anger, the graph shows 

wavering, chaotic lines, states which indicate disharmony in the body.8 This greatly contrasts with the 

smooth, coherent and ordered graph lines shown when measuring heart rate variability of a person 

experiencing positive emotional states, such as heart focused appreciation. “Such a pattern is generally 

associated with autonomic nervous system balance and cardiovascular efficiency.”9  

 

Widening our perspective to consider the invisible influences in any transaction, gives us more to work 

with than only looking at what we can ‘see’. In these examples I am including interactions with external 

matter; things and people! 

 

Physically – what our senses ‘see’ 

 

We bump into a chair, it hurts. We bump into someone who annoys us. 

 

Metaphysically – what we don’t see  

 

The shock of the bump knocks sense into us about a problem; helps us recognise an inner annoyance (see 

Personal alchemy); affects something in our energy field enough which makes us lean either towards self-

love or towards fuelling more stress. It leans us either towards self-protection (of our own right to a safe 

energy space), or towards blame and resentment of the interaction, which distracts us from the inner 

need to disengage from stressful responses.  

 

Mentally – our thoughts 

 

Our thoughts, if we listen, indicate and also inform our feelings and responses. How long do we allow our 

thoughts to continue to fuel the energy of one annoying interaction? 

 

Emotionally – our feelings 

 

What changed in the nuances of our feelings in response to the external distraction? Can we cultivate 

calm and peace within ourselves enough, to not allow such external annoyances to throw all our good 

feelings off kilter? If the external annoyance seemed to mirror the internal, can we find the true root cause 

                                                             
8 Childre, Doc, and Martin, Howard, The Heartmath solution, Harper Collins Publishers Inc., USA, 1999, Figure 2.4., p. 37. Please 
see https://www.hearthmath.com/ 
9 Ibid., Figure 2.5.  

https://www.hearthmath.com/
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of our annoyance and work specifically on this? Can we act compassionately towards ourselves? Can we 

‘forgive’ external matter, i.e., people and things? 

 

Conditioning – our influence/presumptions 

 

Are we always ‘waiting for the other shoe to drop’ as it is? Do we already expect to find the external 

bother, because ‘that’s typical’, or do we let it bother us in emphasising the injustice in our lives, and 

‘things never going the way we want’ or ‘never staying good’? These thoughts, attitudes and beliefs are 

probably not going to help one deal with external bothers without being bothered! But, if one could 

change their mind; if one could own one’s feelings first, in choosing to not allow the external ripples to 

affect the inner need for stillness, or to mirror the inner angst; could one rectify the external annoyances 

without the external needing to change at all? When one changes oneself in this way, it at least becomes 

possible, especially when the external has no inner annoyance to meet. 

 

Perception – possibilities 

 

Before we presume bumping into the chair, or the annoying person, is ‘bad’, we could be open to how we 

could use it as an opportunity to make our lives better, and even to feel better! We can decide on the 

chair bumping, “I am going to book in that massage/health treatment, because the bit of physical pain 

from this chair reminds me I must take better care of my physical self”. And with the person, “This is a 

great chance to practice being assertive. I am going to quickly extricate myself. I am going to state clearly 

that I don’t have time to listen. I am going to walk away and release judgements about why I found that 

person annoying, whatever it is, I accept it, but it’s not enough reason to negatively colour the rest of my 

day, or even this precise minute! I am done giving more energy to the slight annoyances others cause me, 

as I need to return this time to myself to cultivate my own peaceful feelings, or at the least, not allow the 

external to already hamper my pretty crappy mood/circumstances”. 

 

Entrainment – creating harmony 

 

In focusing on love and compassion, we can actually stimulate and elicit better health for our entire 

system.10  When we ‘go with the flow’ and trust in “good vibes” and allow ourselves to be drawn to such 

positive energy, or as Lipton states, when there is “constructive interference”11 our energy fields can 

become positively entrained with the external.12 If you could view what was happening metaphysically, 

you would see the clashing of vibrational waves for the interactions which feel ‘out of sync’, just as you 

would see the smooth, regular, harmonious patterns, for the mutually enriching interactions. We can 

consciously direct and entrain our own energy fields to create the best interactions for ourselves, which 

nurtures our holistic wellbeing. This power of opportunity is always available to us conscious beings! 

 
The heart’s electromagnetic field is by far the most powerful produced by the body; it’s approximately 

five thousand times greater in strength than the field produced by the brain, for example. The heart’s 

                                                             
10 Childre, et al., pp. 38-39. 
11 Lipton, p. 23. 
12 Lipton, pp. 21-25; Childre, et al., pp. 38-39. 
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field not only permeates every cell in the body but also radiates outside of us; it can be measured up 

to eight to ten feet away with sensitive detectors called magnetometers.13  

 

The work we need to do is healing and entraining the heart with Universal love, this has the power to 

bring much greater benefit than using our minds to try to solve our many issues. When we heal things on 

the energetic sphere, we can clear away negativity, opening up space for much better solutions which 

naturally ‘spring to the mind’ as opposed to the mind having to search in frustration for the answers! 

Healing conditioning 
 

“If you’re not part of the problems, then how can you solve them?”14 
 

In recognising the role we play energetically in any situation, we can focus on the one thing we can change: 

our perspective. 

 

Being neutral 

 

When we understand our unique spatial position in life, it is easier to understand this unique spatiality 

applies to everyone. We would never expect others, even those closest to us, to understand our every 

nuance, and the core of how we feel about life, therefore, we cannot presume others can understand as 

such for us! For those of us who, in many scenarios, are certain the other got it wrong, the other may be 

thinking equally as passionately, that we got it wrong! The only perception we can hope to get a handle 

on is our own. This is the practice of being neutral: staying true to yourself, and understanding yourself 

enough to know how you affect the external with your beliefs; then to be self-understanding and neutral 

about those beliefs; and most especially, to release yourself from being negatively affected by others’ 

behaviours and beliefs, knowing others can only express themselves from their own unique perspective. 

 

Healing self 

 

Our systems are naturally regenerative and self-healing. Being in the awareness of this on its own 

encourages self-healing! There are many practices we can do to restore our innate ability for healing: self-

compassion; forgiveness; allowing new changes which recognise our need for love, peace and respect; 

honouring our boundaries and personal space; acting in ways which honour the best of what we want for 

ourselves and building nurturing, healthy beliefs; touching our heart centre, and focusing specifically on 

appreciation and love; all powerful healers. Please see the free Wellbeing guide Practical relaxation. 

 

Gratitude 

 

An incredibly powerful way to heal ourselves is through the genuine practice of gratitude and appreciation 

for all we do have and all we do love in our lives. I believe conditioning for many of us may equal ‘the glass 

is half-empty or usually empty’ attitude, as opposed to, ‘the glass is half-full’ attitude. In most all 

situations, the glass could be considered both half-empty and half-full. The irony being when we don’t 

                                                             
13 Childre, et al., p. 33. Figure 2.3., shows the reach of the heart’s electromagnetic field, p. 34.  
14 Stars in the making, Thrive, Words and Music Copyright 2020. 
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adopt the half-full perspective, things not only suck but we cannot see any good. When we can say, “Okay, 

I don’t have this, but I still have this, this, and this”, no matter how sparse the resources, at least we can 

see what we still have in spite of what we don’t. This gives us something to work with. The antidote to 

feelings of low prosperity is gratitude. Gratitude is also a great healer of the heart, which in turn, entrains 

and heals our entire system! I believe as adults we may become disconnected from ideas and practices 

which involve ‘slowing down, looking within, appreciating what we have’ because many become wired to 

stress. Stress translates to the mind-set, ‘There isn’t enough of anything! Not enough time, not enough 

money, or peace, space or energy or even the wherewithal to solve and clear the causes of stress!’ 

Therefore gratitude is also an antidote to stress. It induces relaxation in its very essence of activating the 

healing heart. 

 

Keep in mind with the following exercise, it doesn’t matter if the being we are appreciating has also 

annoyed us, and is someone for which we have negative associations; the act of gratitude is to focus on 

the deeper love, the feelings which give reason to the relationship in the first place! 

 

To invoke the feelings of gratitude, either sitting with a pet, or when talking with a person you really love, 

think about all the things you love about this being. Their physical presence, every inch of their physical 

matter which you adore, because they exist; their mind and personality, all the things you deeply admire; 

the fun, love and happiness you have shared together; the hardships you have loved each other through; 

the moments when they reached out to you with love and compassion when you really needed it; the 

times still to enjoy precious moments loving each other! Anything and everything you can think of, allow 

your heart to feel the energy of this love. You can touch your heart centre gently to activate the area if 

you need to. Hopefully, with enough practice, you can feel the love pouring out from your heart centre 

from simply pondering on practicing gratitude, or thinking of the beings you truly treasure. We have deep 

respect for those we love, but sometimes, everyday situations can water down this core respect, and only 

in the practice of activating it within ourselves, can we ensure we don’t ever forget, or become too distant, 

from the energy of our genuine love, respect and gratitude for those special beings with us on the journey. 

Ideally, if we can nurture along this energy and keep it present, we are able to continually feel our great 

appreciation for these special beings and truly enjoy their presence in our lives! 

 

We could also apply this exercise to viewing beauty in nature, every nuance of a bird, of its song, of a park, 

of trees, of clouds and how they shape around trees, of sunsets, water, or thinking of beautiful music, the 

loving intricacy put into each phrase, and the timbre of each instrument, or thinking how you feel when 

you are doing something you love, and how much you love this hobby/work/play, appreciating all the 

times you have enjoyed these experiences, and all the moments available to focus on things and people 

you love. 

 

Something else amazing happens when we are able to uphold this genuine respect for our fellow beings; 

we feel better about ourselves. Often one of the things we berate ourselves for, even if we’re not aware 

of it (we may be projecting it onto others, for example), is the way we ourselves have acted around others, 

and the negative thoughts we’ve had about others. Most of us want to act well towards others, especially 

those we love, not just because we may want to demonstrate ‘we are a good person’, and show our love, 

but it may also be true we want to be seen as emotionally in control, and understandably want things in 

our life to be good! Amidst the big and small squabbles and arguments, it’s not uncommon for the 
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gratitude work, and the consistent respect to be less the focus which could shine through in all 

interactions. Our intentions often may not sway our conditioning. We need to be aware of this because it 

means even if we have failed (in our opinion) to be that ‘better person’, and consistently act in the way 

we want to, doesn’t equal us having mean intentions or being a ‘bad’ person, it just means the 

conditioning is stronger than our genuine and deeper want to be a ‘better person’. Practicing gratitude 

for all you love, and musing on these beings you love, whether in their physical presence or not, if given 

enough space, focus, and time, can infuse into the relationship and rewire the conditioning to a state 

which allows for present and ongoing harmony.   

 

An even more incredible step can be added to this practice. Perhaps keeping hand on heart, and feeling 

present in the heart centre, now consider, you are also a human being you love, respect and admire. Think 

of all the things you have done for yourself, to love, to live, to survive! Think of how many times you have 

pulled yourself up when you were down; the things you achieved when you believed previously you 

couldn’t; the things you have overcome which you didn’t think were possible. Thank yourself for every 

single step you have taken to get to where you are now, even if it’s only the fact you get through each day 

and supporting yourself and those around you to keep going and never give up! Or if you receive support, 

or you’re a solo independent, you know darn well every single thing you have done to get here! It is well 

worth recognising ourselves with great love and gratitude for all those achievements, big and small. 

 

How often do we thank the one person we need more than anyone else in the world to support us?  

 

Ourselves! 

 

Because our eyes and senses ‘look outward’ for stimulus, many are much less practiced on ‘seeing inward’. 

Because of this, I honestly think we radically, and often cruelly, undervalue ourselves, and keep ourselves 

outside of the focus of love and gratitude, always focused outwards onto others, but how truly incredible 

could we feel if we allowed ourselves to feel the same passion, love, admiration, appreciation and respect 

for everything we are and all we have done, and do for ourselves? We are a being too, we require love, 

respect, and recognition; it is time to include ourselves in the transaction, lest we miss out and find 

ourselves wanting others to fill the void, when only we can truly know the sum of our own being!  

 

Healing our perspective 

 

Neutrally recognising others must have a different perspective than we do, gives us the freedom to be 

there for others in the right way, however it translates, whilst still honouring our own needs. A calm 

attitude, exuding compassion and love when waiting in a queue, for example, not only heals our own 

systems, but can influence the people and energy around us in ways most would not expect could be so 

enjoyable and fortuitous! 

 

Eliminating projection 

 

If we clear away all within ourselves which we know could reflect negatively in the outer world, not only 

do we free others from our projected feelings, we free ourselves from the repeating cycle of blame 

reactions. Every time we know the external only triggered something we had ready to be triggered to 
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begin with, and if it’s negative feedback we know it can only be hurtful if we in any way believe it, we can 

literally ‘keep our power’, upholding our self-respect and self-compassion even if we do feel negatively 

affected!  In the interactions where we feel righteous about another’s negative behaviour, and feel it was 

unwarranted, well, we could assert ourselves (even if it means withdrawing), but otherwise not waste our 

precious time dwelling on it! What usually bothers us more than anything, is the way we feel about 

ourselves, either about our outward reaction to the external, or about how hurt we feel inside whether 

we show it or not. If we can heal this, many otherwise unseen opportunities for happiness and harmony 

can present themselves. 

 

If you feel disrespected, do you feel respect for the other, or is there any way you are inwardly 

disrespecting others? Is our need to show our love bigger than seeing if the person we are loving wants 

to receive our love? Saying ‘I want to find the right person’ for our personal happiness is great, but often 

we ‘find the right person to match what is reflected in our conditioning’ meaning we may accept poor 

treatment, or treat others poorly, and only when we can overcome these aspects of ourselves can we find 

new healthier reflections of our conditioning. 

 

It is human and natural to want to see ourselves as justified in our choices, and seen as doing the right 

thing, but to truly be honest with ourselves we often need to admit where we are resentful, spiteful, and 

selfish, not to judge ourselves, but to know the actual truth. Are we acting a certain way, or saying and 

doing things to prove something to ourselves or others? I.e., Are our actions based on a unrealistic or 

pointless self-judgment or a misperception of others’ judgments? We may even continue arguments with 

people to push them away because we feel ashamed that we got upset in the first place! I believe the best 

kind of healing comes in the present moment. Instead of ‘losing it’ at a loved one, and then calming down 

later and having to go to them and apologise, or even grovel to earn their forgiveness; stop it from 

happening in the first place! Self-honesty, and honest communication, is the magical key which can unlock 

and abate most all conflict. When you know on some level, you are probably projecting, say: 

 

“I am feeling pretty frustrated right now but I don’t want this to reflect on you at all. Whatever issues we 

have can be discussed at a time when I am feeling calmer” 

“Hey, I need to go for a walk” 

“Can you just not talk to me for a little while? It’s nothing to do with you at all, in fact, I want to be alone 

so you don’t need to deal with how I’m feeling” 

 

Even if a situation is in mid-argument, one could still say: 

 

“Hey, I am pissed off about a bunch of things right now, which are not about you!” 

“I am sorry if it sounds like I am angry with you” 

“I know it isn’t fair to just tell you this all at once, I am sorry I have kept it inside when I know you care 

about me enough to want to know what I am really feeling” 

“I’m feeling insecure and scared, and what I want to say is not translating how I want it to” 

 

Of course, when we need to be assertive, when even in knowing our projections we know the other’s 

behaviour is untoward, we may need to be direct and honest as well, or withdraw from the situation. See 

the Healthy assertiveness guide. 
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Healing the past 

 

I certainly know for myself, before I started any work in neutrality, when people hurt me in adulthood, 

whether a stranger slighted me, or a close friend ‘betrayed’ me, I felt absolutely outraged, in exactly the 

same way I had with people I felt hurt me in childhood, i.e., the feeling of hurt and indignation was the 

same, only the person had changed! It was only in reading Louise L Hay’s book, You can heal your life, 

when I was 28 years old, that I could recognise the pattern of indignation and betrayal was my pattern, 

and the external could only reflect it back to me!15 I was still unhealed from the experiences I had in 

childhood; I still held the same subconscious beliefs. These can be very hard to overcome and I am still 

working on it! We cannot judge ourselves for our experiences, and I don’t believe any of Hay’s work is 

about blame, but about what we can do for ourselves now to change things for the better. See the Personal 

healing guide. 

 
When We Grow Up, We Have a Tendency to Re-create the Emotional Environment of Our Early Home 

Life. This is not good or bad, right or wrong; it is just what we know inside as “home.”16 (sic) 

 

When we work on healing our conditioning, it is worth doing any work we can on releasing our ideas about 

‘how things should be’, because this may indicate we are blaming ourselves for things not being better, 

and blame keeps us in a quagmire of suffering. It also means we are holding onto ideas which makes us 

unhappy, and perhaps ideas which didn’t even belong to us in the first place.17 What do you truly believe 

deep within, beyond what you have learnt? What is your soul’s sense of the truth of how you want your 

life to be, and the values you want to action in your life? These are the beliefs which, when given room to 

grow and breathe, can help dissolve negative conditioning, and even provide new motivation and energy, 

where the ability to change things for the better unfolds as easily as the birthing of a new day. 

 

Even if the past has been filled with pain, if you choose your own wellbeing in the present, and stay open 

to ideas about how best to action wellbeing, you may find entirely new ways to cope, change, and heal, 

and at the least begin to foster a real belief which needs recognition: your wellbeing matters! 

 

There are many ways to approach healing, but again, it’s personal experience itself which is the only 

measure as to how and when one heals. As many of us know, it is a process and a journey, much more 

than an ‘it’s all fixed now’ scenario where we awake on the perfect day and find we have created our 

dreams! Yet, on any given day, if we can recognise how far we have come, and support ourselves avidly 

in this moment, and appreciate everything we have, which is all of ourselves, to do with whatever we can, 

we may find we can feel such magic when we set upon a new day. For those who have dreams, goals, and 

wants which seem out of reach, remember: 

 

It takes a person to dream to create a dream 

It takes all the elements in place to implement a dream, the energy of which  

the dreamer already contains 

 

                                                             
15 Hay, p.6.  
16 Hay, p.3. 
17 Hay, p. 16. 
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Don’t give up hope! Support however you can with many small steps, all you want to create. If one is 

suffering from the conditioning which comes from hardship, one already knows how to make lemonade 

from lemons, because this is often how those in hardship survive. But also, it is very hard to reach out and 

ask for support and help, when one is literally conditioned to ‘just get by’, ‘don’t bother others’, ‘it’s my 

problem, I’ll deal with it’, type of attitude, people are missing out on the gift of receiving, but genuine self-

nourishment often requires one to learn the value of receiving. We need to give to ourselves, and, we 

need to allow others to give to us. Openness and trusting those people one feels good about, and receiving 

from them, can literally rewrite hardship conditioning. We may well find not only do others want to 

support us in our dreams, it is something which enriches their lives as well. For those who struggle in 

focusing on the past, perhaps at long last, need to start giving something good to themselves in the 

present. This could come in way of allowing a trusted other to help where one never usually would, or, in 

the case of dependency, it may mean doing something for oneself which one normally allows others to 

do. Just because things may truly seem set in a certain way, even then, still doesn’t mean you cannot 

change your mindset. There are usually very small things we can change in the present which make a big 

difference in the long term. Even releasing the present moment, or any one moment, of shame and blame, 

is a step forward. It is desired one allows these moments, and approaches one day at a time, with great 

patience and self-compassion. 

 

The only way for us to heal in the present is to give the present moment to ourselves! When we are bitter, 

and regret, and wish things were better, if we take one moment off, and replace it with the choice to focus 

on our own wellbeing, and all the things we want to give to ourselves, we at least give ourselves the gift 

of the present moment. I find for myself, when I need to cry, when I need to feel bitter, and to hurt, this 

is healthy too, as I use the moment to mourn all I have denied myself in the past, and all I have put up 

with in my quest to be compassionate and ‘put others first’. Yet it is so easy to be the giver to very selfish 

people without realising it, and I have had to discern whether supporting selfish people is compassionate, 

when I myself have been running at too low an ebb for my own wellbeing. It is a journey. I believe it is 

healthy to acknowledge and work through these emotions, and work to re-program my conditioning to a 

system which works for me, not against me! For me, this does mean giving to myself in the present 

moment, even if it is only self-compassion to my darker and more painful feelings. 

 

Self-protection  

 

Often we ‘give ourselves away’ without even realising we are doing so, but usually it’s accompanied with 

a kind of inkling inside, of ‘right, I just gave them too much power’, or, ‘right, okay, I just put their needs 

ahead of mine’. It may not even be clear, but just a squishy feeling inside which make us feel a bit 

powerless and uncomfortable. Once these automatic behaviours to deny, dismiss, delay and defer our 

own needs are recognised, then every moment following we can at least see we are making an active 

choice. If we are not ready to be assertive in our feelings, fine, because this may be the best way to protect 

ourselves. But sometimes the best way to protect ourselves is to make sure we demonstrate our self-

respect to others. 

 

Promoting equal balance 
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Sometimes we may find ourselves apologising to people who have actually done wrong by us, or who 

have just apologised to us, or to ‘backtrack’ from what we just asserted; to acquiesce, to again make the 

other’s needs more important. 

 

We may say, “Thank you”, and show appreciation to people who have not done anything for us, other 

than be the bare minimum of acting as a good person. We may do this to ‘lead by example’ but generally, 

all the example shows is that we are denying, and condoning through our silent acceptance, the poor 

actions of another person.  

 

You may be overly nice to those who don’t respond with any appropriate recognition, perhaps to win their 

approval, but the nicer you are, and the longer  it goes unrecognised, the greater the imbalance. It is not 

reasonable to be overly nice to people who barely acknowledge you! In the strangest way, you are actually 

condoning the very behaviour everything within you tells you is wrong. The only way to ‘meet’ such 

behaviour, without feeling slighted or hurt, is to be neutral, or at the least, not overly nice! 

 

We may over-explain our actual issue, thinking if we fully explain ourselves to the person, all the reasons 

we are giving somehow means they’ll recognise us or reconsider. But all this does is expose our truths to 

a person who has already shown us ‘they don’t really care’ which is why we are trying to explain our 

concerns to them in the first place!! Many may keep their concerns quiet, and quiet, and quiet, and it may 

spring out on a random day, and it does damage repressing all those moments where they felt slighted by 

the other, but didn’t speak up.  

 

In my belief, being assertive is the act of upholding your human rights, and others’ rights, as needed. This 

may mean leaving a situation to protect your energy space; getting off the phone when you feel your 

energy is low; booking in a health appointment following periods of high stress; speaking up when you 

feel disrespected, with sure reason; and, not responding in situations where it could be detrimental to your 

wellbeing! Being assertive does not mean you no longer care about others, it just means you include 

yourself in the equation!  

 

“Yes you can still share and show you care, but never at the expense of yourself”18 

 

Often in relationships where the power imbalance is engrained, and where we have low self-esteem, 

when we do assert to the other, it’s possible they may not fully explain their reasons, but keep an apology 

or recognition very short to avoid looking at the issue fully, if at all. Sometimes it’s worth meeting the 

energy others are giving you at the same level. If their response is short; yours is short. If they seem open 

to dialogue, perhaps things could be discussed at a deeper level.   

 

If one voice is particularly loud, and one voice is particularly quiet, there may be something bungo 

energetically. 

 

Alternatively, it could be the perfect balance between a pair where one loves to talk and one loves to 

listen. But like the Yin Yang symbol, when a part of each side contains its opposite (in colour), it helps 

maintain balance. Obviously humans are much more complex than one colour! A very multi-layered, and 

                                                             
18 Stars in the making, Thrive, Words and Music Copyright 2020. 
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multi-faceted Yin Yang symbol! Our beliefs, likes and dislikes may be nuanced with exceptions and 

contradictions, and may change with time. Therefore judging someone in the present for doing something 

a certain way, you may surprise yourself later in life if you realise their way is actually better! If you can 

see this in the present, all of a sudden, there is opportunity in those times we judge others, to see 

differently ‘how things can and should be done’. Perhaps you are resistant to things which you later decide 

could be good; therefore it’s always worth considering how harshly any particular moment ‘needs’ to be 

judged. Being neutral and open-minded, and even simply ‘letting others be’, helps you create your own 

sense of calm which serves you better anyway.  

 

Most of us also find it hard to observe others doing things we think we could do better. But we are all so 

unique one person’s ways may work perfectly for them personally, even if it makes no sense to us. It 

promotes balance to allow ‘each to be as they are’ and if suggestions are to be made, they are shared 

from a neutral, non-judgemental platform, i.e., “I have an idea about this which you may or may not be 

interested in?” The other problem which occurs when we judge others’ ways and feel we should improve 

them, is we spend quite a bit of energy and time focused outwards. Others may not want or appreciate 

our input, creating more frustration, and using up more time where we could focusing on bettering 

ourselves and on our own solutions and wellbeing. 

 

Our level of confidence, sense of self, and self-esteem also affects how we experience interactions. 

Recognising where you sit in this spectrum, and how the balance changes depending on the relationship, 

can be illuminating. Something actors call Status, for example, if you are teaching a young child you may 

have all the confidence in the world, but then talking to your boss or your parent you may inwardly 

tremble; in either scenario there is a difference in status. Who has the most power and authority in the 

interaction? Who is richer, who is poorer? Etcetera. Ideally, we are confident enough in who we are to 

feel at equal balance with both children and people of all ages and walks of life, especially if we hold 

respect for all people. But as a fellow human, I am sure you know what I am talking about in those 

interactions where we feel empowered, or at least comfortable, compared to the interactions where we 

feel belittled, even if the other has said nothing. 

 

Nurturing our own self-respect, leaving situations where the ‘vibes don’t feel right’, asserting ourselves 

as necessary, all help create balance in our relationships, without others needing to do a thing! 

 

You can only do what you think is right for the other, or what they tell you is right for them, and your 

interpretation of this may not fit their request anyway, all of this being fairly wishy-washy and only getting 

you in the ballpark of being able to please another; or, you can do what you feel is right, what you feel is 

best for you, at least this way, you have guaranteed one person’s wellbeing in any transaction! Amazingly, 

energetically, this translates as being much more right for the other, in ways we may not necessarily see 

or understand. 

 

We restore balance in all our interactions every time we honestly act for the good of all and with harm to 

none. It is possible! 

Being mindful of language 
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Being careful of language is important, say, if we vent at others directly accusing them of something, even 

though we were already pissed off before we see them, we may want to handle this more directly and 

honestly, “I am feeling really angry and pissed off. I need to vent!” If we indeed are also angry at the 

person, instead of accusing and insulting them, we could try being honest again, “This thing really 

bothers/hurts me. But maybe you’re doing it for other reasons? Is your intention to actually bother me?” 

Again, this allows for dialogue on the matter. 

 

The biggest problem I believe we have when we use only accusatory language, and have excessive 

complaints and judgements about others is, the thing deeply pissing us off may honestly not be the other 

person at all. On a much deeper, more honest level it may be: 

 

-our failure to assert ourselves and stand up for our rights (allowing mistreatment) 

-our inability to feel safe and comfortable to honestly express our preferences and needs 

-our own issues and all we ‘don’t do for ourselves’ 

 

All this negative energy gets heavily directed at whoever, whenever, and I am sure there are people one 

may have those feelings for repeatedly! But until the inner angst is healed, there is no solution, except for 

the other person to change, act differently and conform to our ideal, which, by the way, we expect them 

to do without us even telling them! 

 

Now, sure, there are basic protocols of human interaction which we do expect as a general rule: 

 

-be polite, be courteous 

-show compassion or care if one is distraught 

-offer to help if the need for help is obvious 

 

But often we are so resentful, and so suppressed, and not expressing our genuine needs at all in our own 

attempt to be ‘kind and courteous’ these basic protocols don’t work as perfectly as we think they should! 

It is still our responsibility to not allow our own energy to be compromised. No one else can do this job 

for us, nor would we want them to. 

 

It is up to us as individuals to alert others to our needs and preferences, on the hope they want to comply. 

Others may see things very differently. 

 

One may think it’s rude to decline offers of gifts or help and always say “yes”  

Another may think it is rude to accept offers and help and always say “no” 

Some may think it’s compassionate to say “I’m sorry for what you’re going through” 

 

Others may feel saying something like this to someone in trouble or in pain may make the other feel too 

vulnerable, or be too personal, or they may just be shy and not want to say anything which could make 

the situation worse, so they say nothing. Meanwhile, of course, the hurting person may be sitting there 

thinking, ‘God this person is selfish and discompassionate. I just shared what I’m going through, and they 

can see the state I’m in, yet they say nothing’ 
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We are all very different and even practicing many of these basic protocols we can get our wires crossed 

simply because we are different. 

 

None of this needs to be a ‘problem’. If people are honest with each other, with self-respect and respect 

for the other in place, it is a matter of negotiating what works best for all parties. 

 

The person who says nothing to a hurting person, could try to muster the energy to be honest about it 

with these phrases: 

 

“I never know what to say in these situations” 

“Sorry I’m really bad at this” 

“Here I am being shy and thinking about my feelings when you’re obviously hurting. I’m sorry if this seems 

selfish” 

“I wish I knew what to say” 

 

All these at least demonstrate the underlying truth of why the person is behaving as they are. When we 

know the why for others, we can stop storing all those secret judgements and resentments. This changes 

everything for the better! 

 

In terms of language it is very much worth listening to yourself. Your language is the direct expression of 

your thoughts, feelings, and beliefs, and it is very telling. Sometimes we are using language which is no 

longer relevant to our inner beliefs. Say, you have smoked a long time and then quit, and feel quite free 

and released from smoking in the act of quitting. You may still find yourself saying “God I’d love a 

cigarette” even if the addiction really has been released, and you really don’t want one. Probably a bad 

example considering how addictive nicotine is! But things like, you may make a choice to stop judging 

someone, or a certain thing you always complain about, when the language creeps back in, it needs to be 

noticed and halted. Otherwise you can just retrain yourself back into the old habits and language, retaining 

the energy of something which really is not true for you anymore.  

 

This very much works for the story we tell others about who we are. 

 

In our younger years we are more likely to say “I’m not very good at that”, but as we get older and realise 

the importance of confidence, we may stop underselling and undervaluing our abilities, therefore we need 

to change the language, “I have learnt to get much better at this”. 

 

On other terms like should, and wrong, should indicates blame, as Hay states: 

 

… I believe that should is one of the most damaging words in our vocabulary. Every time we use 

should, we are, in effect, saying “wrong.” Either we are wrong or we were wrong or we are going 

to be wrong. I don’t think we need any more wrongs in our life … I’d replace it with the word 

could. Could gives us choice, and we are never wrong.19 

 

                                                             
19 Hay, p. 15. 
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There is nothing wrong with using the word wrong in the context of saying “the colouring is all wrong for 

the bathroom. It needs to be a lighter pink”, but when it comes to judging ourselves and others, we may 

often use the word negatively. “It was wrong of them to do that”, “I was wrong to say that”. Again, this is 

fine if one is genuinely wrong, i.e., someone deliberately insults someone, but we use it so many more 

times than this, when it is actually about: 

 

-judging others when we have no idea of the actual circumstances 

-judging ourselves to the degree where “we can never get anything right” and leading to language in 

interactions such as “You always think I say the wrong thing”. Adding the word wrong into many dialogues 

can actually shut them down and block the deeper truths which need to be addressed. It’s too easy to just 

say “that was wrong” (without objective analysis) and move on. 

 

It is also worrisome to use extreme language, which breed doubts, with phrases such as: 

 

“I’ll never be able to do that” (in the context where this is said on many things which could be achieved if 

not for the mental barrier. I have had hundreds of students claim “they’ll never be able to” and within 6 

months they prove themselves wrong with great encouragement from their teacher!) Please note in these 

examples I am referring to things which are physically possible, and it is belief, not a physical impediment, 

which is blocking the ability to learn. 

 

“I can’t do it”, again, as with the previous example, the language indicates there is a mental block to 

learning something new, once this is overcome, learning is possible. 

 

Using terms like: “You always say that”, or “You never do that”, again, blanket statements which are not 

usually accurate, i.e., someone who is ‘never nice’, the other may be overlooking ‘any shreds of niceness’ 

because they can only focus on all the unnice stuff! Earlier I gave examples on how some may always say 

“yes” to offers and others always say “no”. It is because conditioning often works like this; the set pattern 

is the repeated pattern. Unless in relations to human rights issues, many things in life do not need to be 

“always” and “never”. These can be adapted to “mostly” or “maybe” or “occasionally” because to change 

conditioning, someone who always rejects offers of others’ support, for example, needs to occasionally 

say “yes”! 

 

In being flexible in one’s viewpoint, and using less extreme language, one could say: 

 

“I feel like this happens a lot, but I’m sure it’s not happening every single time. Let’s see if we can focus 

on those lesser times, as we try to reduce the negative behaviour from happening” 

 

Instead of thinking ‘I can’t’, ‘I won’t ever be able to’ on things which could be achieved if one unlocks and 

dissolves the mental barrier, the language can become more flexible: 

 

“If I opened my mind and released my resistance, perhaps I could do it!” 

 

Sometimes when we use the word 'wrong' it may be expressing doubts or fears, as in, ”I  am making the 
wrong choice” (regarding relationships, say) emphasising you are at fault. In this example, it may be more 
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accurate to say, “I am making an unhealthy choice” otherwise we are dismissing the meaning we need to 
find for healing. 'Wrong' locks in fault; 'unhealthy' allows room for choice. 
 
There are other ways we use language which can diminish the power and meaning of our words. For 
example, when people say a short “I’m sorry” when we have expressed something to them that genuinely 
hurt us, a response such as “I’m sorry I upset you” about a more serious slight, diminishes the recognition 
of its seriousness. Often people say “I’m sorry” without giving an adequate explanation to their behaviour. 
And often usually continue on without changing the behaviour.  
 
Being mindful of how we describe ourselves and others, and even life itself, is important and can help 
subtly influence things for the better when we use language which more actually describes what we see 
as truth and especially when it describes what is in our hearts. 
 
It’s worth being mindful of the language we use when we are angry with others. When we make reference 
to physically wanting to hurt another, really, it is not something most of us would do in physical reality, as 
physically hurting others can come with its own set of pain. But when we recognise most of our anger is 
all the things we have suppressed, i.e., usually about us much more than about others, such extreme 
language becomes even more misguided!  

Healing conflict 
 

Please see: Healthy assertiveness; Healing relationships; Universal healing; Being neutral; Healing the 

runaway helper; Personal alchemy and Personal healing guides. 

 

Creating balance 

 

Where can the balance be found in any situation? If someone has ‘slighted’ you in any way, does it bring 

balance to pursue that complaint, to use your precious time and energy to get the recognition from the 

very person who caused the problem? In some cases, if healthy assertiveness is employed, then hopefully 

any imbalances can be addressed. But if this doesn’t work, and one feels powerless in the interaction, 

there are still many things one can consider and be aware of which can shift one’s perspective and allow 

room for resolution, such as acknowledging:  

 

- If we are in conflict with ourselves on any level, i.e., if we do spend too much of our time focused 

outward, instead of focusing more energy on our own wellbeing, it is possible these states again 

attach to the external world. If we are aware of any inner conflict, we can heal these aspects in 

ways which don’t require others to do anything 

 

- The very people we may feel are being unfair and untoward, may be seeing us in the same way, 

therefore getting embroiled into ‘resolution’ may be a cyclic and complicated process! I feel it is 

always much better to own and recognise what is yours and what you are bringing to the conflict, 

and, maintaining as much neutrality as possible when considering the motives of the other 

 

- If we are neutral and reasoned, and feel we really do need to bring this awareness to the other, 

to try to co-create resolution, there still needs to be an open acceptance that the other may not 
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respond or reciprocate in the way we would like. They are still their own individual and this is the 

one thing we cannot change! 

 

- We may be far too nice to others we really need to stand up to; and too short with those who 

deserve our recognition. It is preferable we take the time to acknowledge this and ask: how can 

balance be enacted? Are we giving too much away? Are we not being honest or assertive enough? 

Or are we overemphasising the point, putting too much responsibility on the other? Could we 

handle this in a way which suits our own need for peace, even if this means not engaging at all? 

 

Resolving disputes 

 

Similarly, we may find ourselves embroiled with external conflict related to situations, or companies. The 

questions to ask are: Is this a matter which absolutely requires my time because it is a just cause/the right 

thing/needs to be done? 

 

If so, then one can proceed in the knowledge one is making the right choice, and whatever difficulties 

arise along the way are all part of the process. 

 

What am I bringing to this situation?  

 

I.e., What inner conflict do I have in my own life which could be contributing to the conflict? For example, 

as explained if people are wired to stress, an external conflict is just ‘another thing to be added onto 

already present stresses’. It can even become ‘usual’ to be embroiled in all sorts of conflicts, big and small, 

because until inner peace is sought, and self-work becomes an active practice, it is far too easy for stress 

to become entangled with the external world. This also goes for any unhealed conditioning relating to 

things like injustice and betrayal. For example, if I felt there was injustice in my childhood, then present 

feelings of injustice would still be linked to this first knowing of such an experience.  Then later in my life 

I may paint others with a very dark brush, when really their actions are quite moderate and I have 

misperceived their intentions. Whatever we don’t deal with, within ourselves, seeks acknowledgment, 

answers, healing, and even recompense, outward, and we may find these conflicts with people completely 

unrelated to the original experience of those feelings. 

 

When we can recognise how we are contributing to any conflict, it is much easier to see the path for 

resolution. 

 

As stated, with compassion and forgiveness, many pesky conflicts can be healed from within, requiring 

the other to do nothing. This may resolve the issue on its own.  

 

If we can practice being healthily assertive, not acquiescing, but saying what is needed without guilt or 

shame, we are demonstrating ‘what is right’, knowing the right to fairness is the same for each of us and 

what each being needs and deserves. There are ways we can do this which can minimise any fluffing of 

others’ feathers, if we can maintain neutrality especially, and accept the ‘each to their own’ principle along 

the way, we can at least ensure respect for ourselves, in managing conflict without radically compromising 

our own need for inner peace. 
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It is also always worth evaluating yourself and being open to how you may be being perceived, and how 

you are coming across to others. If you can recognise any ways which you are ‘taking’, or pushing too 

hard, or being accusatory; whether you feel you are or not, this exercise is about recognising how you 

may be being perceived by others. This can help define which behaviour you want to present, which could 

work in your better favour. 

 

When you choose to be neutral and understanding, as well as stating your needs clearly, you allow the 

other to assist you. If you confront and accuse, you make it near impossible for the other not to respond 

defensively. 

 

What can I learn from this situation?  

 

In any situation we can learn many things:  

 

- How to better respect ourselves  

- How best to manage disputes in ways which honour and respect our own energy 

- How our own fears, doubts, insecurities, and inner turmoil, may play out in the outer 

circumstances. With this knowledge, we can work on clearing all negative ideas about ourselves 

and heal these aspects, and, in the process of doing so, we already ‘diffuse’ these states from the 

outer world in the light of acknowledging them 

- What our actual values, wants, and needs are 

- The value of other people, if we realise we painted them with too dark a brush, we create room 

for new connections, and knowing how our own conditioning colours our perception of others, 

helps us more easily accept others’ perspectives 

- The value of learning ways of healing conflict, in recognising one’s propensity to either get 

unnecessarily embroiled in (the anti-dote being to withdraw and diffuse projections), or be too 

overwhelmed by (the anti-dote being to focus on self and inner peace), the outer conflicts.  

 

Even with all this work, and even if feathers are still ruffled, the goal is to learn ever greater self-value and 

confidence and to demonstrate it fairly in all interactions. 

 

Do you give others every chance to participate in resolution? 

 

It is so ironic but if we act as if ‘others are on our side’ even if it seems they really are not, we actually 

create the path to resolution. If it works, the other may feel quite chuffed that they’ve being able to ‘help 

us out’. We need to ask ourselves: do others want to feel good about themselves or bad about themselves? 

 

When we present our version of the conflict to the other, whether unfair or not, they probably, like most 

of us, don’t want to hear they are ‘doing the wrong thing’ in our eyes. 

 

But, if we say what we want, and how they could help us in giving us the information we need, or helping 

us resolve the conflict, we have created an avenue where they can feel good about themselves. 

 

Praying for harmony 
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There are practices you can do to send love, light and harmony to yourself and to others, which benefits 

your wellbeing as it is but also can change things in the energetic sphere creating balance in unseen ways. 

Imagining the conflict resolving, having a ‘meeting’ with the person on a soul level and asking for respect 

and harmony, listening to all which could be true from your intuition as to the best approach, and trusting 

yourself, in learning, and in acting, for the good of all and with harm to none, all can elicit healing in all 

your interactions. 

 

… I release myself from all negative attachment … 

I trust that this is for the highest good of all 

I help others most by not allowing myself or them be co-dependent 

I look at every situation in a balanced way.20 

Template for harmonious interactions  
 

Peace is only possible when there is peace within our hearts. When you are able to find peace even 

in the midst of chaos then you are a true master.21 

 

One of the best options we have to change and heal our external interactions, is to heal and balance 

ourselves. Even if we tell others precisely how we want things to be, however they try to meet this, can 

only be their unique interpretations of our needs. Some may see it as selfish, but pleasing our own selves 

often brings the best results to all parties.22 If we believe every being we love truly deserves our love, we 

must recognise our own humanness, and include ourselves as a recipient of our own love; practicing self-

respect allows others to be the best of themselves; which raises the vibration of interactions. In not 

allowing our own energy to be compromised, we allow others the same benefit, to not compromise their 

energy! As they are not ‘allowed’ to indulge in poor treatment of us, they don’t have to feel the guilt such 

behaviour could bring! Please see Healing the runaway helper. We can stop the cyclic pattern of negative 

interactions in the moment we decide our own feelings of internal wellbeing are worth far more than an 

external ‘ripple in our pond’. Where needed, we can retreat inwardly and physically to where we feel the 

most comfortable and able to nurture ourselves. And when we’re in the middle of awkward interactions, 

we can choose self-respect there too. Even if we allow nothing to show outwardly, we can make the 

internal choice, ‘I am not going to let this bother me’. And not through denial of one’s feelings but in full 

awareness of them, ‘I know this is hurtful/makes me feel like this/causes me to have this inward reaction, 

but, I am working on protecting myself from such scenarios in being assertive/safely withdrawing/making 

a different choice, but one choice which I do uphold for myself, is to not let any of this make me feel less 

than, unworthy, or unhappy about who I am!’  

 

“I choose to maintain my self-respect even when I feel others are not showing adequate respect for me.” 

 

                                                             
20 Salerno, Toni Carmine, Gaia Oracle guidebook, ‘Liberation’ oracle card, Blue Angel Publishing, 2016, pp. 54-55. First published 
2008.  
21 Ibid., ‘Zen Garden’ oracle card, pp. 71-72. 
22 An example is cancelling an appointment and someone who needed it more was able to fill it, or cancelling on a friend for 
genuine reasons, and them discovering something wonderful in lieu of your meeting. Sometimes, the appointments we keep 
under pressure, and push ourselves to do, may be the times where rescheduling is exactly what the other wanted, but was also 
too shy to reschedule.  
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Assess one’s inner state 

 

How is one feeling? Has one removed any need for annoying reflections; all judgements, expectations, 

fears, worries, concerns, and especially, if any deeper frustrations exist, can one choose to not allow this 

current interaction to be the trigger and cause of greater upset? Forewarned is forearmed. Even if the 

external situation really bothers us, as long as we know ‘whose is what and what is whose’, we can either 

use the annoyance to help us recognise and address a deeper issue (see Personal alchemy), or, use the 

interaction as an opportunity to be honest, to privately vent, or to be assertive, even if it means leaving 

the situation; being assertive can be done in words, in actions, and in silence! As long as we accept our 

current state, and also let the interaction ‘be’ without putting too much pressure on it being good, bad or 

otherwise, we are in a better position than if we go in headstrong, full steam ahead, carrying all our ‘pent 

up stuff’ into any interaction. Sometimes being open to the possibility of interactions running smoothly 

and easily is all which is required, and so it is! You don’t need to know or understand how this could 

happen, you only need to allow for the possibility. I have found this works pretty much all the time, unless 

I have too much tiredness, or frustration, which creeps in and influences the intention of trust with an 

inkling of doubt. When in these lower states of energy, I reach within for the deeper awareness which can 

believe in neutrality. I also reassure myself, ‘Even if I am tired and don’t feel strong enough to not bring 

my frustration into this interaction, I ask that the interaction runs smoothly anyway, and keep open to 

this possibility’. 

 

Accept one’s state could be reflected in the external 

 

It is helpful know our insecurities, judgements, and frustrations could be reflected in the external. Because 

in recognising and accepting as such, we at least don’t need to respond in surprise. We can easily say, 

“Yes, I was primed to feel annoyed/bad/insecure”. It doesn’t necessarily change the feeling, but it can 

help us see others are often not specifically trying to act negatively towards us, we just happen to be 

particularly sensitive in that moment, about that thing, and what this is could change from day to day! 

 

It also means when we nourish a neutral inner state, we can recognise good feelings, even in interactions 

we used to respond to negatively. Sometimes acceptance is all we need to do to change things for the 

better. In admitting our own truth, we set ourselves free from being surprised when our feelings are 

mirrored in the external world.  

 

When we focus on compassion, an openness to ‘right timing’, and nurturing our deep inner calm as we 

interact with the world, it is amazing how old days filled with stress can become new days filled with 

appreciation and love, and a noticeable improvement, and enjoyment, in almost all interactions. 

 

Release expectations and pre-set judgements 

 

Once we are aware of how our own belief system and conditioning can bring bias to any situation, it can 

be much easier to release expectations of how any interaction plays out. It is much easier to recognise, if 

we are already stressed, if we already have a hidden frustration attached to this person or task, then yes, 

we are fully primed to experience dissonance in the interaction. But knowing this can free us from it! We 

do have power over something in any given interaction: our attitude towards it! If we need to go into a 
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bank, as an example, and hate waiting in queues, we can decide to fit in a few minutes of daydreaming, 

reading, or, we can decide we are going to let it really steam us up and then vent out loud on the way 

back to the bus stop, or the car!  

 

Or, we can make a choice before the interaction to release any idea about ‘how it will be’. 

 

For the bank interaction: 

 

We could surprise ourselves when the queue is very short. 

We could surprise ourselves when we find someone to pleasantly chat with in the queue. 

We could surprise ourselves that in being forewarned that the wait could be stressful, but being open to 

the possibility of it not being stressful, we may find it wasn’t stressful at all. 

 

Again, if the whole thing was a huge stress, we could surprise ourselves with the acute awareness we 

have, that even knowing there’s usually a queue we still chose to stress ourselves out that much, in a 

situation which couldn’t be physically changed.  

 

If we cannot change the length of the queue, why stress about it? If we can change it with our attitude, 

why not make a choice to change our focus during the wait? If we can look at the interaction, after it 

happened, and see what we were bringing to the table, we can at least more consciously make a better 

choice for future interactions. 

 

For the bothersome person: 

 

Similarly, we can often react badly in interactions with strangers (salespeople; hospitality staff), which we 

later realise the other person we were mad at, or complained about, or had a spat with, was actually in 

the right. When we are all steamed up and annoyed already, we may find ourselves arguing about a bill 

for example, “It was this much”, you say, “You have overcharged me for this”, you later realise, the item 

you had was the more expensive brand, or the item you thought you didn’t purchase was in the bag. It is 

worth being open to, if at all possible, in the moment of the interaction, the fact that the very thing you 

feel slighted about, could be a situation where you have blinded yourself to the fact that not only is the 

other right in the information they are giving you, they are also genuinely trying to help! There are many 

examples where we feel annoyed with others, but how much time do we spend reflecting on whether 

there are valid and genuine reasons to be annoyed? I find with negative reactions, we tend to get caught 

up in ‘one-way thinking’, where the external bother latches onto the internal bother, and we must stay 

annoyed at the external so we can justify the feeling and deflect from what the internal bother is! 

 

Be open to the idea that even when a person annoys you, this is only one aspect of who they are and who 

you are. The dissonance between people makes sense due to the spatial uniqueness we all have, as 

explained. But even the unique dislikes and clashes we have with people, are only small aspects of what 

is going on for each person. We often forget we can form unhealthy habits with people just as easily as 

we can with food! Patterns get learnt, and they can get ‘unlearnt’. I have healed long-time dissonant 

relationships with people, in maintaining complete open-mindedness about how the interactions could 
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play out, releasing the pre-set ‘locking in’ of what I used to presume would be dissonant interactions. And 

it worked. The interactions are now mostly all harmonious! 

 

Again, I cannot say this is an easy practice, or one which always works, because often we already have 

these set patterns with people and the habits of interactions are well-formed. But, what we can change 

is our hearts and our minds. We can decide going in, to be aware and open to all the other things the 

person is, and you are, beyond the dissonance. On what ways could you relate? How many things would 

you actually have in common? Is it possible they have hidden pains and stresses you know nothing about, 

and the dissonance between you is causing them more bother than it does you? This practice can be 

difficult when you are, indeed, dealing with a critical, negative-minded person who you feel overwhelms 

you (even if only slightly), or who makes you feel ‘less’ in any degree. Because in releasing expectations, 

you also have to release blame, and even forgive the other person for ‘being as they are’. But if you can 

do this, you open avenues to see other things about the person, and you also save yourself the pain of 

being bothered from their behaviour and perceived judgements of you. Ideally, when others do talk poorly 

to us, we could be assertive and say, “I understand why you think that, but I don’t agree with it. I have my 

own way of thinking which is different to yours”, or, “I’m sorry, I don’t want to talk about this subject”. 

There are many neutral, clear, assertive actions you can do to maintain your wellbeing in many 

interactions.  

 

Cultivate a clear, open, neutral slate going in, and respect yourself inwardly, even if you don’t assert 

yourself to the other person! 

 

If you can release expectations and any idea of ‘how it’s going to be’, you can choose to maintain an inner 

neutral state throughout most all interactions. 

 

Be open 

 

When you are open to the infinite possibilities of the nuances in any interaction, you may well find the 

annoying shopkeeper is the very person you need to help you solve another problem! Once you dissolve 

your own dissonance, and break the habit of ‘always negative’ expectations, there’s all this room and 

possibility for other things to spring from interactions.  

 

Say, the hairdresser which always complains, or talks your ear off when you want to relax. Well, for one, 

doing these practices could well mean the annoying person is not working that day, and you get the 

perfect hairdresser for your mood! But if it’s the usual one, you can choose to be more assertive and say, 

“I have a headache and really need no talking today if that’s alright with you”. (Even if you don’t have a 

headache, sometimes part of protecting ourselves means not fully disclosing our reasons for doing so, and 

this is even being ‘polite’ in some ways.) Or, we can ask the person questions which redirect their line of 

talking, and especially, questions about other things which have been on our minds which the hairdresser 

may have the answer to. It could be anything, “My kid is struggling to do Math, and I forgot how to do 

fractions properly. Can you explain to me how it works?”, “You don’t speak any languages do you? I really 

want to learn how to say ‘this’ properly in this language”. 
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If you have problems on your mind, things you are seeking solutions on, you could say, “I feel like you 

manage quite a few problems in your life, maybe you could help me come up with answers for some of 

my problems?” 

 

If you’ve never travelled, and want info on what a certain country is like, you could ask if they have ever 

travelled there.  

 

If you don’t feel you can be assertive to the person who you usually feel negative around, turn the 

situation in your favour by being open to all else the person and situation has to offer. 

 

If you can be open to this preceding the interaction, and maintain it during the interaction, you can often 

make even the most boring situations turn in your favour, simply in allowing for the possibility. 

 

Be neutral when interacting 

 

It can be very self-healing to be calm, and able to listen, and interpret interactions without your bias, 

prejudice or judgements involved. The point of being neutral is to be able to see all the possibilities of 

what something could be. In not presuming, seeing what is actually happening may be much clearer. When 

we make a judgement about something, as is human to do, it is worth assessing if the opposite could be 

true, i.e., when the person bumps us, which makes us feel very annoyed, perhaps they are actually one of 

the kindest people who’ll continue to feel badly about their ‘mistake’? And when it’s a person who seems 

critical of us, they may be hiding the greatest admiration. In reflection of the opposite possibility, we at 

least see there’s a range of possibilities to consider outside of the presumption, “They did it to upset me”, 

or the need to think badly of the other, i.e., “They’re an idiot!” Really, if they are a stranger you have no 

idea who they are. There are examples of when our own untoward reaction to someone could even 

sabotage us, say, a writer, spends time at a local restaurant and complains about the food, or has a dispute 

with staff, only to find out later it is co-owned by a writing agent who specialises in their genre. Then the 

writer would acquiesce quite a bit, and apologise for any misunderstandings, in order to make contact 

with the agent.  

 

It is hard to know what others have to offer if we presume they are against us to begin with; when we 

allow for the possibility of learning from and recognising the value of each person, even if they help us in 

no way whatsoever, we are actually giving a gift to ourselves, which is receiving when it’s right. And being 

neutral in all the situations which don’t particularly engage us, we are saving stores of energy, previously 

used up with reactive stress! 

  

Assess any dissonance post interaction 

 

Even with all this practice, you may feel specific points of tension that even neutrality cannot dissipate. It 

is worth noting what this is, what is the underlying energy? Say, we were too insecure to say we felt 

another was being pushy or rude, or we didn’t say our actual opinion on a matter, i.e., acquiescing, or, 

something another did or said triggered us in a way unrelated to the other. There are as many examples 

as there are unique interactions, which all interactions are in their nuances! Assessing what we were 
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actually sensing/feeling during an interaction, helps us understand how we could be affected in future 

interactions, and what actions we can do to create harmony, at least within ourselves! 

 

The more one experiences the benefits of a neutral attitude, the more one allows for new possibilities, 

where future interactions become released from pre-set stress, which frees one in the present, and helps 

build a clearer inner template for a harmonious future. 

 

Send harmony and love to the interaction 

 

For interactions you expect to be dissonant, it could be with a person you carry ongoing tension with, or, 

when you have a zillion things to do, and ‘expect’ the transaction is going to be lengthy and annoying, you 

can ‘sweeten up the deal’ and smooth the way forward with loving intention. Imagine the interaction 

flowing as smoothly as possible, wonderfully easy, even beyond your expectations. Allow the inner 

possibility for such to occur, completely open, and even if the transaction is not what you expect, give 

yourself love and compassion through it, making an active choice to honour your stress, soothing yourself 

inwardly, giving compassion to your stress, or actively ‘separating’ your feelings of stress in knowing it 

was not unexpected, and knowing you can still send love to the situation, or you can vent safely following 

it, and adopt the attitude of ‘try again later’, if neutrality and loving intention are not working.   

 

Even if the interaction is causing stress, at any point you can imagine you are glowing a radiant white light, 

from the core of your being, and imagine this pure white light and harmony in all the surrounds and 

emanating from all other beings. Imagine in the interaction with the ‘annoying’ other, pure golden light 

pouring from both of you, knowing beyond bitterness, spite, and annoyance, lies powerful, but often very 

unrecognised, and undervalued, Universal love. Trust and intend this even if you think it’s a ridiculous 

exercise and won’t help anything. Because there is no harm in trying it, and it puts quite a different spin 

on things than the common ‘not looking forward to it’ attitude we put onto many interactions. 

 

If we shine from within, we may well see such light reflected externally. 

Hold the intention of ease, peace, and harmony in all interactions. 

 

Whether you send the harmony before, during or following any interaction, the action itself equals the 

effect.  

 

“The universally connected hologram of consciousness promises that the instant  

 we create our good wishes and prayers, they are already received at their destination.”23 

 

Continue to assess for harmony and to send harmony if any dissonance is still present. With the intention 

of Universal love and light, it can often make much clearer the actual possibilities of what the transaction 

is about. For example, when one has recognised and removed any self-judgements from the interactions, 

the thoughts, ‘The reason they were rude is because they were judging me’ or, ‘They were mean to me 

because they are a mean person’ or, ‘They were dismissive because they don’t like me’, can now become, 

‘I have no idea why they present the way they do. I don’t know what’s going on for them’, and, ‘Perhaps 

they are upset about something I have no idea about, and they weren’t able to shield me from their 

                                                             
23 Braden, p. 108.  
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mood’. You can send love and light to anyone at any time, without needing to know anything about their 

personal life. Remember, the act of compassion changes our own physiology for the better24 so even 

practicing it brings us benefit, even if it doesn’t translate to harmony in our interactions. 

 

Tell others the truth of how you feel 

 

I love you. I admire the way you handle that. Sometimes I wish I was more like you. I appreciate your 

support so much. This thing (however small) really enriched my life, thank you. I appreciate you making 

things as easy as possible for me. I appreciate you recognising me. I know this may not be easy for you, 

but you’re doing a great job. I am proud of you. I believe in you.  

 

A genuine compliment can warm someone’s heart for a lifetime. 

 

Heal the smaller misunderstandings and annoyances 

 

When you compliment or say thank you too much, you may find the other withdraws if you don’t keep up 

the same praise. Balance is needed. When we let it all build up, even small things like noticing another’s 

slight withdrawal, the frustration gets directed towards the external, especially, towards those we love. 

 

Whenever you are annoyed at a loved one, ask yourself: Am I projecting? 

 

Perhaps the small frustration has a simple basis: 

 

You are too embarrassed, proud, and protective of the other, or, you don’t want to make waves, 

therefore, you stay silent about that thing which bothers you, frustration builds, and may flare up at this 

other you ‘care about’ in untoward ways where you may not feel in control. 

 

We need to be brave and trust it is safe to be honest from the onset, because if we wait, we may well have 

over-emphasised the level of frustration.  

 

If we have stayed silent, said nothing, we must then analyse: Is the other really at fault or do they just do 

things differently? Is the other really at fault when they have no inkling at all about my actual feelings? 

Have I given the other a chance to adapt to my wants, in explaining these clearly? 

 

Again, if we can whittle it back to our core truths, we may realise we are really annoyed because: 

 

-others don’t do things the way we want them to, i.e., we cannot ‘control’ others 

And 

-we don’t feel confident speaking up about our own needs and preferences, which on some level we know 

is not quite right, because surely those who love us would want to meet our preferences if at all possible? 

 

                                                             
24 Childre, et al., pp. 38-39. 
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If we understand we have no right to control others, and can only ask and hope our needs can be met, we 

can stop being mad at others for being who they are! We can also recognise we need to show much 

greater for respect for ourselves, and how we manage our own level of comfortability. 

 

We could heal and solve so many human dramas if we: 

 

-took full responsibility for our own choices 

-stop expecting others to be mind-readers, or if we tell them straight what our needs are, stop expecting 

them to interpret our request exactly as we see fit. All we actually need to do is be honest about our 

thoughts, needs, and feelings. Tell the other exactly how we would like these things, with the clarification, 

that we also respect others may have a different way of doing things. 

 

Owning our projections 

 

When there is a problem, a tension, a resentment, if it is held onto it starts a whole new set of things 

inside a person: 

 

Say I am doing too many chores in the home. 

I tell the housemate/partner/relative “hey this is exhausting doing it all on my own”. 

I ask them to be more active in offering to help or doing shared chores unsupervised. 

It doesn’t happen. 

Maybe I stop cooking for them as much. 

Or I engage less in conversation. 

They should know I am the person doing all the extra work right? 

No. Why? Because they don’t experience it as work. They experience it as ‘that happened, someone 

cleaned the kitchen’. 

It seems easy because they only see the result, not every minutia of effort which went into the result! 

But, if this is not addressed the classic thing which we probably all have a propensity towards happens. 

Instead of wanting to deal with the problem, or the other person at all, it’s easier to start thinking ‘they 

should move out’ or ‘we shouldn’t live together’ and come up with a whole bunch of other reasons why 

it’s not a good match, even if, before this new round of annoyances the relationship was quite good. 

 

What really is the problem? 

 

It is that when we don’t speak up about things that bother us it really feels as if the other person is 

deliberately suppressing us. But the other person has nothing to do with it in any way shape or form! 

 

Our ability to be assertive for our own sake, is our right, and our responsibility, and who better to speak 

for ourselves than ourselves? Advocates are great when needed, but for those of us who can, it is our duty 

to advocate for our own rights! Not other peoples! 

 

So, how can we address this problem without: 

A – causing conflict 

B – hating the housemate 
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C – wanting to move 

 

We can do it with one magic phrase: “THIS IS MY PREFERENCE ONLY”. And we can add: 

 

“This is no reflection on you. This is something I need to say for me” 

 

And when we want to share through vulnerability we can say: 

 

“I am not very good at saying what I need to say for me. I prefer to do all the work for others. I usually 

push myself too hard as it is. I am struggling, and trying to manage my life better” 

 

And we can share our genuine want for their support: 

 

“I am hoping you want to support me in this” 

“I hope you can see this is about my personal preference and needs and nothing to do with the way I feel 

about us” 

“It would be great to know in what ways you think you could help me alleviate some pressure, if you do 

want to help with this?” 

“What works best for you in helping me with this?” 

 

If it’s about housework, perhaps the other prefers a schedule, they don’t just want to sweep the floor 

when it’s dirty; they want to do it on this particular day of the week at these times. This is the negotiation 

phase. Can there be a compromise? “How about we keep the set days but also, if you happen to see 

something outside of these times, you could do the odd sweep then too?” 

 

If it’s about getting rid of old food out of the fridge, “I know the health advice is 3 days max, and our fridge 

doesn’t function well so it’s more like 2 days. I cannot stand the going bad food thing, so I either am going 

to eat it or throw it out on the 3rd day. Are you alright with that?” If this doesn’t work, then the continued 

list of alternatives, left of field, front to field, any and all ideas to find solutions must be kept open, in order 

to truly resolve the problem. Perhaps in this consideration, it bothers the one housemate so much, they 

insist the other must get a 2nd fridge. Now if money is no issue, a 2nd small new fridge can be bought, and 

the compromise can be, any food left on a bench is up for getting thrown out, but the 2nd fridge is off 

limits. Every time we remove a small stress, we can stop it spiraling into a bigger dilemma, giving ourselves 

more room and more time for the work we truly value and want to focus on. Therefore solving the smallest 

problem is of great importance in the bigger picture, it is continual work to be a clear vessel for the greater 

work of healing ourselves and all on this Planet Earth. 

 

It is truly mind-boggling how our personal frustration and anger ends up becoming the world’s fault, or 

someone else’s fault, when it’s just a projection! If we were in a fine mood the other’s behviour may not 

bother us at all! We wouldn’t hurl abuse at other drivers, or silently curse, we wouldn’t think ‘what an 

idiot’ 20 times a day, and constantly stress in wonder that people aren’t more self-aware! 

 

When we recognise, all it is, all which is happening, is we are very annoyed and its colouring everything 

else, at least then we wouldn’t blame others who are simply going about their day! 
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Our expectations and assumptions about others are usually wrong, therefore it’s always worth asking the 

other, and if our listening can be managed in a neutral way, we often find the others’ reasons made 

complete sense! It is not worth harbouring these assumptions as it only deflects from the upsets and 

anger which is true for us but we may not be adequately addressing the root causes of.  

 

Have you ever told someone how to do dishes ‘properly’? Has someone ever told you? Sure, I am sure 

there is basic logic to how we approach many physical tasks, but why do we always assume our way is the 

right way? Is it ‘wrong’ that others do things differently and do things in a way which is most comfortable 

and logical to them? If we could remove the word ‘wrong’, i.e., “You’re doing it wrong. This is the right 

way to do it” and rephrase, “You’re doing this task differently to how I would do it, I personally think my 

way is easier. I could tell you my way if you think it would be useful to you”. 

Choices 
 

“All my relationships are harmonious”25 

 

It’s fair to say I have not much discussed the enjoyable aspect of interactions, and how wonderful it can 

feel to have a strong, mutual, loving connection with another person. This is because I am quite sure in 

these relationships positive coherence is already present. I would advise noting oneself for whether or 

not interactions feel good because they are healthy, or because one is getting a ‘chemical hit’ from co-

dependence, being in love blindly, and even from negative interactions where one is more attuned and 

comfortable with negative treatment, than one is with being treated well. It is best we maintain our self-

respect and work towards balance in our interactions, and make sure we don’t unnecessarily acquiesce 

to others. Sometimes we may talk too much, when we feel the other doesn’t listen. For our own self-

respect, we may need to stop talking, of course this may reduce the relationship to nothing, or it may 

open avenues for new ways to communicate.  

 

Sometimes others may say things which really bother us, we want to speak up, say something, say we 

don’t agree, or say what we really think, but we don’t. Often in many cases we actually could, and safely 

too! It’s a matter of if we ourselves can maintain neutrality. We get so caught up in these ‘energy 

interactions’ with others, we can attach so quickly and easily to the, ‘they did this-I feel that-I said this-

now it’s like this’ cycle of cause-reaction of both parties, all getting entangled and enmeshed with each 

minutia of each other’s words and actions. But we are all so different it is perfectly understandable many 

thoughts, beliefs, feelings, actions and ideas may not sync in harmony with others! If people interacting 

are not self-aware, it can be very easy to confuse things as being either our fault, or another’s fault, which 

is causing the tension. Much harder to see it could have been neither person’s fault, or both people’s fault. 

And even more so: 

 

In any dissonant interaction it is less any one person’s fault than it is one person’s conditioning clashing 

with another person’s conditioning; one person’s unique sensitivities clashing with another’s self-

expression; one person’s lack of assertiveness feeding another’s arrogance; one person’s self-judgements 

causing the reaction of another to feel judged; etcetera. 

                                                             
25 Hay, p. 99. 
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We can choose to release judgements of ourselves and others. 

 

We choose to send Universal love, light and harmony to all our interactions. 

 

We can choose to adopt an attitude of neutrality, where we release all assumptions and expectations on 

why others are as they are. 

 

We can choose to observe, before we automatically respond, to the feelings within us brought up in 

dissonant interactions. If we release the idea that we can understand others’ motives, even when they 

tell us, we can at least clarify what we are perceiving about the situation, knowing the other also perceives 

the situation in their own unique way. 

 

We can choose to forgive ourselves for our reactions, and use it as an opportunity for greater self-

understanding. We can choose to be compassionate towards our own and others’ feelings, even and 

especially when we’re not able to maintain neutrality! Self-understanding cannot be in denial of our actual 

feelings, the best way, usually, to release dissonance we have about our own feelings, is to fully 

acknowledge the deeper reasons for them.  

 

We can choose to forgive others for being who they are, and for having their own ways of being which 

may clash with our ways.  

 

We can choose to work on assertiveness, and our own empowerment, so in all interactions where we feel 

used, or ‘less than’, we can give the other every opportunity to respect us; this is the most loving, kind 

thing we can do for another, because selfishness, and meanness, and belittling of others, honestly doesn’t 

usually make the person who acts in those ways feel good about themselves! To all the insecure, shy 

people who think they are doing others a favour, and being a kind person in acquiescing to people, and 

even being kind in the face of poor treatment, know, it is quite possible you are not doing the right thing 

by that other person, or yourself, in any way! Please see Healing the runaway helper. 

 

You can choose to be good to yourself, and respect yourself, in the way you think about yourself, in the 

way you extricate yourself from situations where you feel the dissonance, to protect your own energy. 

For times you are assertive even when it was awkward. For loving yourself no matter what others say and 

whether or not you can demonstrate self-respect or not. You can choose to forgive yourself for ‘all you 

give away’, where you do not feel others have reciprocated. You can choose to forgive yourself for all the 

things you feel bitter about, knowing in dissolving such pain, you are allowing room for something new to 

grow, like greater self-respect, maybe. 

 

You can choose to change and shift your beliefs now, so you only allow for and gravitate towards the best 

interactions, and emanating your own harmony where you sense dissonance. You can choose, using 

imagination and the fine-tuning of a magnificent perspective, to truly feel harmonious in most all 

interactions. 

 

You can choose to forgive the external for sometimes annoyingly mirroring your own internal frustrations, 

you can choose to allow some self-compassion to melt away some of these frustrations. You can choose 
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to release all pre-set negative ideas about how a future interaction is going to be, and know in keeping an 

open-mind you have already allowed the possibility for neutrality, harmony, and the chance for you to 

maintain a calm disposition even in the throes of tension. 

 

An extraordinary thing happens when you release your own expectations and allow for new possibilities, 

it actually opens up the space and energy for others to make different choices as well. When you break 

any pattern within yourself preceding the interactions, the other has new avenues as they are now ‘free’ 

of our negative associations. Have you ever come into a new workplace where the word around the office 

is, “This boss is really harsh, best to stay out of their way”, but then you find yourself getting on with the 

boss like a house on fire, even spending social time together, with the other staffers’ gob smacked? Why 

is this? It’s because as a newcomer, you didn’t have pre-set judgements of the person, which the other 

staff had built up collectively over time, using the buddy system in the negative, where the buddy teaches 

you ‘what to judge’ about others, and others feel obliged to comply, wanting to fit in with the group. With 

your fresh slate, and great relationship with the boss, you may get raises, and privileges the other staff 

then resent you for! Whenever someone tells you, “This person is like this”, it really is only their judgement 

and perception, and only of one aspect of the person, i.e., how they are as a boss. 

 

Still, we all do have our own sense when it comes to who we find grating, and who we find warm and 

welcoming. There is nothing wrong with this! It is the literal ‘each to their own’, and because we cannot 

blame anyone for being in their own unique spatial position, it really is unfair to judge or see others as 

wrong, for being the grating types from our perspective! 

 

If you know, because you’re tired, or because the harmony work is too hard to focus on right at this 

moment, that you’re coming up to a probably annoying person or task, you still have a few choices: 

 

- Do the task/have the conversation, with a non-emotional reaction because you know you have to 

do it anyway, just ‘sit with’ the boredom/frustration and ‘get it done’ 

- Do the interaction from a neutral standpoint, observing, rather than being stressed by, the 

consequent frustration 

- Avoid the interaction altogether! Perhaps there’s a better time to do that chore when it won’t 

feel so bothersome, a better time to go to that shop/do that thing. Perhaps you can call the person 

and cancel, hoping it’s not too inconvenient. You can do something better for yourself in that time 

- You can choose to be non-reactionary, and give no emotional weight to it, but still proclaim the 

assertiveness you need to, to extricate from the situation, “I need to go now”, “Sorry but this is 

all I can do” 

- You can choose to shift your focus, and/or extricate, and get back to the interaction when you’re 

in a better mood 

 

You always have options, at the very least, to change your mind about what an interaction has to be, and 

to ask yourself before any interaction, “What is best for me to do in this situation?”  

Phrases for harmony 
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These suggested phrases could be adapted to many varying situations. The idea is to demonstrate, and 

even emanate energetically, neutrality, and a specific openness to the possibility of even the peskiest 

interactions, being harmonious. Keeping in mind, these phrases spoken aloud, may not necessarily work 

on their own without the intention and practices to co-create harmony in place as well, as advised in this 

guide. 

 

For everyday interactions: 

 

“Take your time. I’m in no rush at all” (For times you truly aren’t in a rush; or, if you are in a rush but the 

person you’re helping is a single mum and you can see their need to go first in a queue, for example, is 

stronger than yours) 

“I’m sorry, I know I shouldn’t ask, but is it possible to do this faster?” (If you genuinely are in a rush) 

“I’m sorry, is there any way I could go in front of you in the queue?”  

“Do you want to go ahead of me in the queue?” (When it’s easy to offer this) 

“No problems” 

“Fair enough” 

“I’m sorry, I’m not able to listen/talk right now” 

“Do you mind if we talk about something else?” 

“Don’t worry if you’re not able to fulfil/honour this request, it’s just my preference, but I always feel it’s 

worth mentioning just in case!” 

“There’s no expectation at all, but are you up for answering this?” 

“Are you up for doing this?” 

“I completely accept your point of view. I have a different point of view, which makes sense, because 

people are different!”  

“Yes, I can see from others’ point of view why people believe that. I have a different opinion on it, because 

of these reasons” 

“It makes sense we would have a different perspective” 

“Okay, in my mind, I thought it was like ‘this’, but, I can see from your point of view you might of thought 

it was like ‘this’” 

“Sorry, it’s nothing to do with you at all, but I have this sensitivity, and if you can respect this it could be 

really wonderful for me!” 

“I have had to tell people this before, and it is just my preference, I am hoping it’s possible if we are able 

to do things differently?” 

“Is it possible at all you can make an exception?” 

“I am hoping you are open to seeing my point of view?” 

“Sorry if it seems I am coming across this way, I want to be clear so you know what I actually mean” 

 “I think I understand what you mean. I often feel like that myself” 

“It’s understandable you would feel like that” 

“I can see where you’re coming from” 

“I accept your point of view. I am really interested in what you think” 

“You and I think very differently about this, but I hope you feel this doesn’t have to change our respect 

for each other” 

“I do accept your position, but I still needed to say that” 

“We all need to feel valued sometimes” 
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“I needed to hear that, thank you” 

“Thank you for listening” 

“Thank you for your work” 

 

For moderate to intense situations: 

 

“I’m sorry I don’t know what you are going through, if there’s any way I can help, please feel free to share” 

“I am here to listen” 

“I can see it’s not the best time for you, I can leave if it’s better for you?” 

“I wish there was something I could do” 

“I’m sorry I’m having an off day/not feeling right/have a headache, so can we just get this done or address 

this later?” 

“I’m really not comfortable with this, I may need to leave” 

“I won’t be able to do this/help you but I empathise and wish you find what you need, and sorry I am not 

the best person to ask!” 

“I understand” 

“I hear you” 

“I am sorry words probably don’t mean too much, but it is how I feel” 

“I know it doesn’t seem like the right time, but I still feel it could be good to talk. There may not ever be 

an easy time if we keep fighting/keep this tension between us” 

“I hope you can understand where I’m coming from even though it may not be what you expected” 

“I really feel judged/overwhelmed/bothered when you do/say that, but I understand you probably have 

good reasons for how you feel/what you say. Could we talk about that?” 

“I am here for you even though I may not be the person you want” 

“I am really sorry you’re going through this” 

“I know I’m probably not the right person, but if there is a way I could help you with this, name it” 

“I’m sorry I wasn’t able to respond in the way you needed. I didn’t realise this/be good if you wanted to 

explain more about this/do you feel up for clarifying this?” 

“It makes sense you feel this way” 

“It would be good to know how you really feel/what you really think. There are no judgements here” 

“I have no problems at all about you thinking that/that you believe that/that you would see me that way. 

It’s always good to know what you think!” 

“I hope you understand I really mean it when I say it’s not about you. This is something I’ve had to 

say/speak up about with many people. It’s literally my preference/sensitivity/anxiety, and I honestly feel 

blessed when I feel safe to tell others. I don’t expect them to change, but just making them aware of it 

really helps me. If you want to support this, of course, up to you, I just need to make sure you know it’s 

nothing to do with you personally” 

“I know we’ve had this annoyance/tension, but good on you for getting through the day and all else you’re 

dealing with!” 

“Even if it doesn’t seem like it, I do appreciate you and the work you do” 

“I wish you felt you had someone to talk to, even if it isn’t me” 

“I wish there was an easy solution to your problems, and any solutions! Sorry this has been so hard on 

you” 

“I wish there was something I could actually do to help” 
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“Sorry I am having a hard time myself, so I’m not able to listen/give you support/stay in this interaction, 

as my heads just not right at all to think about anything else” 

“I hope you understand but I need to leave/focus on this/do this, I hope we can resolve this at another 

time” 

“I’m really sorry I am not able to assist you/listen, but I do want to make a time to do this where it works 

for both of us” 

“I can see why you would think that/feel that/expect that but that wasn’t my intention at all. I was actually 

thinking about this/had this thing going on” 

“It’s good to hear other people’s opinions on things” 

 

For closer relationships: 

 

“I think it’s good to say how you really feel sometimes. I’d rather tell you the things I admire about you, 

than tell you all the things which annoy me! Sorry I get so cranky, I would obviously much prefer to be 

calm, and show you my love regardless of the annoyances” 

“I hope you know, it does feel like this when you do this, but I know it’s just my interpretation, right?” 

“I’m sorry I perceive things differently, and may react before I realise your intention. I hope you get it’s 

this pre-set idea I have, I want to heal it, and perhaps if I tell you, you can support me in this practice?” 

“I’m sorry I forget to say how much value you when you do this/say this/how special it makes me feel/how 

much I admire you, I guess I just get so used to our relationship, I forget that you might not know any of 

this unless I say it out loud” 

“I want you to know even though this one thing particularly bothers me, it doesn’t change any of the ways 

I love and respect you” 

“I hope you can see it’s truly just my need and preference here, and definitely cannot be anything you are 

doing ‘wrong’, as it makes sense we all have unique wants which are no reflection on anyone else” 

“I appreciate so much when I do share my needs, you really do your best to honour them” 

“I’m sorry, I know I have already asked you this, but it really is a problem for me, is there a reason I don’t 

know about which makes it hard for you to respect this request?” 

“I’m sorry sometimes I am scared to ask you what you are really feeling, ‘cause I somehow presume it’s 

negative stuff about me. However I want to be brave and I would like to hear what you think, even if it is 

negative things about me!” 

“I’m sorry if I have presumed this about you without ever actually asking you” 

“I’m trying to keep an open mind, so I think I can see what you’re saying” 

“Sorry if I wasn’t more straightforward and honest about this in the past. I only realised I was doing 

this/thinking this, and hope you understand I’ve changed my mind/I feel I could tell you/this is actually 

my perspective” 

“I’m sorry I haven’t listened more, or been more open to your perspective” 

“I hope you understand I have no expectations about whether you agree, or your response, but this is still 

something I need to say for me” 

“If it’s possible, I just want to say these thoughts without worrying about what you think, or your response. 

I hope you feel it’s alright to just listen” 

“I really just want to listen to you, and know what you really think about this” 

“It’s so interesting you think that/feel that. I can see and understand now what was going on” 
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“I think it’s really interesting you think that/you’re a strong person/you offer others support/you eat well, 

I wish I was better at doing such things” 

“I’m sorry I haven’t shown you more appreciation or recognition” 

“Even if I don’t agree with you on some things, doesn’t change the fact that I love and believe in you” 

“I know it might not be the easiest thing to hear, and please know I don’t blame you, but I hope you can 

understand this makes me feel really hurt/hopeless/undervalued” 

“It would be so good for me if you felt you could hear what I want to say” 

“I really appreciate everything you do for me” 

“I acknowledge you. I want to hear how you feel, even though you know I feel differently” 

“Thank you for hearing me” 

“Thank you for respecting that it makes a big difference to me” 

“I appreciate you” 

 

Appreciate who you are and what harmony you can bring into any interaction, and from a clear, neutral, 

open inner slate, you can allow for the best of possibilities. Your experience, and assessing interactions 

following them and your response, are all opportunities for self-care. How much time spent on focusing 

on any dissonance which might occur? How much time spent on valuing your energy enough to return 

within to the clarity, truth, and calm, especially if your energy gets negatively entangled? Self-compassion 

can cure most anything! Likewise, forgiving others for being who they are in our interactions, frees them 

of being the cause of our negative responses, but rather the reflection of our own judgements, from there 

we can decide to view it as simply people expressing themselves in their own unique ways. Hopefully we 

do not get entangled in dissonance, and we radiate harmony from within us creating ease in what were 

once tense transactions. If we can love, forgive, accept, change and transform ourselves, who knows how 

much good is possible? 

   
I wish you great love and light on the journey! 


